Pennsylvania’s ALICE
Who, What, Where, When, Why
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Why is UW Engaging ALICE
The ALICE report marks the first time that we have an
objective way to measure the financial struggles of
everyone in Pennsylvania who goes to work on a daily
basis, but still can’t afford the basics
To better serve the communities we operate in and put
resources towards the greatest needs- spending donor
dollars responsibly
ALICE is the backbone of our communities and
necessary for the upward movement of our society
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ALICE in Pennsylvania
ALICE Report Highlights
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Who is ALICE in Pennsylvania?
1.2 million hard-working Pennsylvania
households have incomes which exceed the
federal poverty level, but are not high enough
to pay for their basic needs. When you add in
households that live below the federal
poverty level, that’s 1.85 million, or 37
percent of PA households who are struggling
to survive.
United Way of Pennsylvania
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Who is ALICE in Pennsylvania?
• Every household, comprised of men and/or women, who
hold at least one job but does not earn enough to be
financially stable
• Pennsylvania’s workers who provide services that are
vital to the state’s economy, such as retail salespeople,
office workers, and child care teachers
• The number of ALICE households increased 14%
between 2007 and 2017. It plateaued in 2014 and
remained steady ever since.
• In 2017, 13% of PA’s 5 million households were
impoverished and another 24% were ALICE and still
struggling to meet a bare minimum household budget
• 32% of ALICE households have children under 18
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How Much Does ALICE Earn?
• 59% of jobs in
Pennsylvania pay
less than $20/hour

– More than half of
these jobs pay less
than $15/hour

• 33% of jobs pay
between $20$40/hour
• 8.5% of jobs pay
more than $40/hour
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ALICE in the Workforce
• In PA, 59% of adults are working, yet only 40%
are working full-time
• 70% of households have at least one worker
• Increase in hourly-wage jobs and decrease in
full-time salaried jobs
• Barriers that impact ALICE
– Location of jobs
– Limited transportation

• 39% of PA adults out of the labor force
– Half are retired
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Where Does ALICE Work?
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Where Does ALICE Live in PA?
• ALICE lives in every county in
Pennsylvania – rural, urban and
suburban
• 75% of Pennsylvania’s 2408
county subdivisions have more
than 30% of households living
at an income below the ALICE
threshold
• ALICE in counties ranges from
15% in Allegheny County to
39% in Forest County
• Households below the ALICE
Threshold (includes
households in poverty) range
from 27% in Allegheny County
and 55% in Philadelphia County
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ALICE Demographics

ALICE Demographics
• Several demographic groups have lower incomes and are more likely
to live in ALICE households, including people of color; LGBTQ+ people;
those with lower levels of education; those with a disability; recent,
undocumented, unskilled, or limited English-speaking immigrants;
younger veterans; and formerly incarcerated people
• Black and Hispanic households are more likely to be ALICE.

– Black households make up 10 percent of all Pennsylvania households, and
15 percent of those below the ALICE threshold.
– Hispanic households, the fastest growing race/ethnic group in the state,
are 5 percent of PA households, but 8 percent of households below the
ALICE threshold.
– Asian households account for 3 percent of Pennsylvania, and 3 percent of
households below the ALICE threshold.

• Median earnings are lower and the unemployment rate is higher
among black and Hispanic households.
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ALICE Households by Age
• ALICE is present in
every age group
• Under 25- largest
percentage living
below the ALICE
Threshold
• Seniors (65+)largest percentage
of ALICE households
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ALICE Demographics
Millennials
• PA has one of the highest student debt rates in the
country, at an average of $35,759 for the class of
2017
• Asian, black, and Hispanic millennials make up over
half of the state’s millennial population.
• PA also has the sixth highest number of millennials
of any state at 2.9 million, and they are concentrated
in towns and major cities
• Among under-25-year-olds who head a household in
PA, 72% have incomes below the ALICE threshold.
43% are living in poverty and 29%
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ALICE Demographics
• Subpopulations such as recent immigrants or foreign-born immigrants
are much more likely to be ALICE based on limited English proficiency
or education level.
• More than 4.5% of US adults identify openly as LGBTQ+, but despite
having more education than the general population, they often earn
less than their non-LGBTQ+ counterparts, experience greater
unemployment and food insecurity.
• 4.2 percent of Pennsylvanians have a permanent disability that
impedes them from being independent or able to work.
• Nationally, veterans 18 to 34 years old are more than twice as likely as
their older counterparts to be unemployed.
• People with past convictions are more likely to be unemployed or to
work in low wage jobs.
• In PA, men earn at least 21% more than women across all educational
levels, and as much as 75% more for those with less than a high
school degree
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ALICE Household Composition
• Single or cohabiting
adults under 65
with no children
– 36% of households

• Families w. children
– 32% live below the
ALICE Threshold or
nearly 400,000
families
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Economics of ALICE

Costs are Rising Throughout PA
• Increases in wages are not outpacing inflation for many
working Pennsylvania families.
– National inflation from 2007 to 2017 was 22%
– Median income of Pennsylvania families increased by 20%
during the same time period and costs of household basics
increased 26% for a single adult and 33% for families with
two children

• State Average

– $20,760/single adult or $10.38/hr
– $59,340/family of four or combined $29.67
– Comparison to FPL
• $12,060/single adult
• $24,600/family of four
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ALICE Survival Budget
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Household Survival Budget
• Measure to determine what it
takes to afford the bare
essentials of a household
• Considers costs for essentials
only
– No internet
– No cable
– No eating out

• With little-to-no savings there is
no room for emergencies
• Not stable in the modern
economy
• Allows for individuals and
families to just survive
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Household Survival Budget
•
•

•
•
•
•

The cost of food increased by 18% from 2007 to 2017.
– Food accounts for 12% of a household budget for a single adult or family
of four
Child care costs increased 27% from 2007 to 2017- 5 percent more than the
rate of inflation.
– This is a family’s greatest expense, at an average of $1230 per month for
two children in a licensed registered home-based care setting or $1470
per month for two children in an accredited child care center.
Housing accounts for 17% of the budget
– Across Pennsylvania, 45% of renters paid more than 30% of their income
for rental housing in 2017.
Transportation costs in 2017 take up to 25% of the household budget in metro
areas and up to 36% in more rural parts of Pennsylvania.
Health care costs more than doubled (65% increase) from 2007 to 2017
Tax rates in Pennsylvania and at the federal level remained basically flat from
2007 to 2017, but the total amount paid in taxes grew as the costs of the
household budgets, and the income to pay for them, grew.
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ALICE Stability Budget
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Household Stability Budget
• Measures what it takes
to maintain a household
in the modern economy
• $34,968 for a single adult
– $17.48/hour
– 68% more than the
Survival Budget

• $99,360 for a family of
four

– $49.69/hour of combined
income
– 67% more than the
Survival Budget
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Household Configurations Across
Budgets and Poverty
Household
Configuratio
n

FPL 2017

ALICE
Survival
ThresholdPA Avg.

ALICE
Survival as a
% of FPL

ALICE
Stability
Budget- PA
Avg.

ALICE
Stability as a
% of FPl

Single Adult

$12,060

$20,760

172%

$34,968

290%

Married
Couple

$16,240

$28,932

178%

$49,212

303%

1 Adult, 1
School-Aged
Child

$16,240

$28,788

177%

$49,752

306%

1 Adult, 1
Infant

$16,240

$35,088

216%

$56,412

347%

2 Adults, 2
School-Aged
Children

$24,600

$47,160

192%

$82,176

334%

2 Adults, 1
23
Infant, 1

$24,600

$59,340

241%

$99,360

403%

Assistance to Help ALICE
The Impact of Public and Private Assistance
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Assistance for ALICE
• Total needed to ensure
households have income above
the ALICE Threshold- $82
billion
• Income of PA households
below the ALICE Threshold was
$39 billion
– 48% of total needed

• Roughly 50% gap to achieve
Survival Budget
• Working households received
an aggregate of $2.1 billion in
refunds and credits through
EITC in 2017
– Average of $2,262/eligible
household
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County Sheet Overview

County Fact Sheets
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County Fact Sheets
• Highlight county statistics
from 2017 data

– Population and number of
households
– Median household income in
relation to state average
– Unemployment rate with
comparison to state average
– Percentage of ALICE
households with comparison
to state average
– Percentage of households in
poverty with comparison to
state average
United Way of Pennsylvania
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County Fact Sheets
• Trend of ALICE
households, by
income, from 20102017

– Highlights 2010,
2012, 2014, and 2017

• Types of ALICE
households
struggling

– Ex. Single, families
with children, seniors
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County Fact Sheets
•

Why are households
struggling?
– Survival budget
for single adult
and family of four
– Boroughs and
townships

•

• Total
households
and % of
ALICE and
poverty
combined

Private-sector
employment by firm
size and annual
wages
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County Budget Sheets

United Way of Pennsylvania
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County Budget Sheet

United Way of Pennsylvania
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Using the County Fact Sheets
• Number of ALICE households and households in poverty
• ALICE and income trend over the past 7 years to understand the
financial movement within the county and households
• Data to identify specific budget category costs for 6 households
configurations for bare-minimum needed to survive and what it
takes for to be financially stable in the modern economy
• County breakdown information to identify specific community
needs and areas of greatest financial instability
• Employer information to identify opportunities for workforce
development needs and engage corporate partners
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